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Importance of assessment in graduate
programs
 The formative assessment model
 Formative assessment in graduate
programs
 Formative assessment in graduate
courses




Assessment

of Learning



Assessment

for Learning



Why do they both matter?

How are learning expectations (not
just program requirements)
communicated to students and staff?
 In what ways are learning expectations
aligned with required coursework?


How are learning expectations and/or
program requirements evaluated and
modified?
 How are new learning opportunities
designed to help students reach the
program expectations?


In what ways do students receive
feedback about their progress toward
degree and learning expectations?
 In what ways do faculty advisors
receive feedback about student
progress?
 What mechanisms are in place to help
students that are not making
adequate progress?


In what ways are students engaged in
assessing their own progress?
 How are they guided to ensure they
are assessing themselves adequately?
 Are there any structures in place for
students to help each other?


Competency Assessment
 Annual Student Assessment
 Comprehensive Exam General Rubric




Including your learning objectives in your
syllabus might seem unnecessary, but it helps
students to:

 know what is expected of them during
the course
 monitor their learning/gauge
understanding
 use learning objectives as a study guide

Specific Learning objectives for the first
chapter of a General Chemistry class.
The student will be able to:
• give written or graphic descriptions,
distinguish between pure substances,
heterogeneous mixtures, and
solutions.
• give conversion factors, perform
dimensional conversions of any kind.







Immediate and less immediate feedback
mechanisms are shared with students so
that students are aware of how the
instructor plans to communicate
progress.
Prompt feedback is beneficial for both
the teacher and student
Students are likely to be more receptive
to the feedback when the content is at
the forefront of their minds.



Feedback mechanisms to students: How do
you know if you are doing well in the course?
◦ Immediate

 Online homework: Have you submitted and
resubmitted the homework until it is mastered (perfect
score)? These problems were chosen because they
match the course objectives

◦ Less Immediate

 Self-reflection: Look over the list of learning objectives
for the chapter. Are you confident that you are
proficient at these objectives?







Sets up a course environment in which it is
clear that the instructor wants to know
whether students are meeting course
objectives.
This early explanation of the purpose of
feedback highlights for students the
importance of these techniques in guiding
the direction of the class.
This may help some students appreciate
these tasks and take them seriously.



Feedback mechanisms to instructor: How will
I know if my teaching is helping you reach the
learning objective?
◦ Immediate

 Clicker questions: After you answer, we will see a
histogram displaying the class results. I will use this
information to adjust my teaching

◦ Less Immediate

 Minute papers: At the end of some classes I will pass
out an index card. On the card you will write an answer
to a question I have posed. I will read these and use
the answers to help formulate discussion for the next
class.



Questions and Comments

Contact us at:
 afl-wmu@googlegroups.com

